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A continuing treatise from Jon R. Calvin...
February 4, 2010

The Crystal Sea Discussion #8:
Moses Validated
In our last discussion, CRYSTAL SEA #7, we showed that Moses introduced Israel to the
nature of the Creator by the name “YHVH”; it is translated in our English Bible as “YAHWEH.”
You will recall that there is no ‘W’ in the Hebrew consonants. After Israel’s capture and deportment
to Babylon in Daniel’s era, under that influence they changed their ‘V’ (VaV) to a ‘W.’ Yahveh
had become Yahweh. The Vav is so important to man that I point out the change.
The ‘Vav’ or ‘V’ is the number six in the
A note in a bottle…
numerical system of Hebrew and identifies
YHVH contains the revelation that
in the Scriptures the special significance of
God the Creator covenants with man.
Man’s creation, “on the sixth day.” It is very
Through Covenant, man is elevated
significant because the ‘Vav’ is formed like
to the God level of consciousness.
a railroad spike or a nail. It represents in the
alphabet a union or joining, or even more
significantly, a covenant. ‘YHVH’ contains the revelation that God the Creator covenants with
man. We were created, then formulated, on the sixth day to be in covenant with the God of
the seventh Day. Through Covenant, man is elevated to the God level of consciousness. In our
seventh day oneness, covenant union will open the eighth day of a New Beginning. The Earth
has not yet seen what God has planned for His ‘perfected’ spirit man expression. We have not
yet seen that the perfect spirit man image is in ‘our perfect heart.’ The perfect heart is spirit.
“There is a natural man and there is a spirit man.”
Man is identified in Scripture as the end purpose of the Creators’ Plan. Man is equipped to give
physical manifestation to the invisible higher frequency of the Invisible God. The Scripture
further reveals that man was ‘formed’ of the Earth earthy and has an enemy called the flesh.
The flesh conveys the insight that it is carnal and reveals that man, in order to have a visible
body, is subjected to animal or carnal appetites. The lower vibrations of the animal nature
reveals the potential in man to have instinctively a ‘bent’ to be basically lustful and greedy.
Characteristically the carnal nature is ruled by the law of ‘survival of the fittest,’ and also lives in
a ‘herd mentality’ in subjection to a leader. God’s better idea, Plan of Salvation, makes available
a ‘higher’ consciousness frequency identified in The Revelation; “come up higher.”
Our Father’s Plan is for man to image His Nature. The lustful animal natures are directly in
conflict to God’s Spiritual Law of Life which reveals that our Creators’ (Elohyim) nature is
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Love, unconditional Love. In the Law set in stone, God said to the flesh nature, “Thou shall
not Covet” (thou shall not even have the desire or the want, to have something that belongs to your
neighbor). For us to image God, we SEE, that we must be released from the animal, carnal,
flesh nature. That is what the message of the Cross of Christ is about. It is about God’s provision
to release man into a new Law of Life, into greater love power.
Message in a bottle...
Jesus said, “…the Scriptures cannot be broken” (John 10:34, 35). This signifies several things;
but I want to propose for this discussion, that He meant ‘the Old Testament cannot be separated
from the New Testament.’ The Old Testament Prophetic Truth is inter-dependently based on
two or three ‘witnessed fulfillments.’

In our last discussion I depicted Moses as responsible for presenting God as an adversarial
Judge as opposed to a loving Creator. I want to revisit this because our intent was to show that
the ‘appointed’ role of Moses was to EMPHASIZE that man’s carnal, animal flesh nature was
the enemy of God’s purpose for man; and that it was necessary for man, in his God given privilege to choose, to recognize that we are equipped to ascend to ‘a higher spiritual frequency’ in
our fore brain, which I believe the Creators designed for the Mind of Christ to operate as the
‘Gods’ frequency. Have you heard the invitation to ‘come up higher’?
Please allow me to EMPHASISE; when the Spirit of God, which is your own Faith life Spirit,
introduced you to the Cross of Christ, He was revealing to you, your opportunity of release
from the limiting bondages of ‘low,’ animal level instincts. When you understand the Passover
Truth you will, by faith, be set free from inherited mortal, human animal level genetic DNA.
You can, in Christ, ascend to the higher vibrations of ‘immortal’ Spirit life.
MOSES VINDICATION. I now summarize Jesus’ words as recorded by Matthew, Mark and
Luke: (first, Matthew) “There are some standing here today, who will not taste death until they
see the Son of man coming in His Kingdom”; (secondly, Mark) “There are some standing here
who will not taste death until they have seen the Kingdom of God come with power”; (then
Luke’s account) “There are some standing here who will not taste death till they have seen the
Kingdom of God.” My summary; the Apostles saw the Son of man coming in His Kingdom
and they saw the Kingdom of God coming in power. The point is, The Kingdom of God was
not a future event, but at that time an active reality. I am still summarizing, “Six days after
the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus took Peter, James and John and brought them up to a high
mountain apart (a part of another dimension). And He was transfigured before them, in their
presence. And behold, there appeared with Him, Moses and Elijah, who appeared in glory, and
they talked about Jesus’ decease, which should be accomplished at Jerusalem.
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Peter reported in his 2nd Epistle chapter 1: “We have not followed cunningly devised fables,
when we make known to you the power and the glory of the coming (past tense) of our Lord
Jesus Christ; but we were eye witnesses when we were with Him (and them: Moses and Elijah)
on the Holy Mount.” Peter further recorded; “We have a more sure word of prophesy (as eye
witnesses) until the Day Star arises in your own heart, for no Scripture is of private (or individual)
interpretation, for Holy Men of old spoke as they were moved by the Holy Spirit.”
I hope you can hear the cry of my heart; that Peter, speaking for James and John as reported by
Matthew, Mark and Luke, is establishing in the record for the Eternal Court of the Heavenly
Sanhedrin, that Moses and Elijah played important roles in God’s Plan for His Kingdom on
Earth. Again, may I emphasize, that the Scriptures declared here, that it was witnessed by Peter,
James and John, that they saw, that day, on the mountain, “Christ come in His Kingdom.”
Many are still awaiting the Kingdom to come as an event in the future. Jesus taught us that the
Kingdom of God is within. Think about that. Are we ourselves a stumbling block in our misapplication of the time in our faith? Now Faith is! Faith Is now. “Now faith is.”
Moses was the author of the ‘Law,’ showing man in his separated condition from God. In the
consciousness of Adam and his race, we are shown that the consequence of man’s separation
is the beginning of sin and that human belief of being separated from life results in mortality.
Man has never been separated from the origin of his life except in his mind. God is man’s Life.
In this three dimensional world of opposite forces, the absence of the consciousness of life
results in death. The main emphasized truth in the ‘death of the Passover Lamb’ (decided
before the foundation of the world) was to release the ‘lamb follower nature in every person.’
(The Bible reveals that the ‘lamb’ identifies the naturally inherited follower of genetic life nature
in every child). The programmed mortal paradigm is in the young natural brain of every person,
regardless of age. Until we are released from the inherited idea of being ‘separated from God’
consciousness; we are not free to know the truth that sets us free. Go to any religious Church
and listen to ‘believers’ pray to their God as though He is somewhere other than inside them,
as their life. No condemnation! It is very hard to break that religious tradition. It even sounded
like blasphemy to religious people when Jesus said, “The Father and I are One” and, “If
you have seen me, you have seen the Father.”
Paradigm in a bottle...

Arise and shine, your light has come.
This little light of mine is actually His.
He is the Light of the entire world.
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What Moses did, as author of ‘The Law of Sin and Death,’ was an important and necessary
part of God’s Plan of Salvation. God dealt with the flesh enemy to begin with. He exposed the
flesh inability to ‘image’ His nature of Love. Thanks to Him, we are in the Law of Spirit Life,
in Christ Jesus.
Guess that’s all for now. Keep those cards, letters and calls coming. We also need your helpful
and encouraging input. Next time we will investigate the Elijah presence as a functioning part
of the Transfiguring equation .
The Crystal Sea will continue until we all SEE.
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